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Tribit MoveBuds H1 BTH95 headphones.
Take your favorite music with you on your workout! Tribit headphones are IPX8 water resistant and provide unparalleled comfort thanks
to  their  ergonomic  design.  What's  more,  they  offer  excellent  sound  quality  and  long  runtime.  In  addition,  they  are  equipped  with
Transparency mode, which will allow you to stay in touch with your surroundings.
 
Long operating time
Don't be afraid of suddenly discharged headphones. The Tribit MoveBuds H1 BTH95 are equipped with long-lasting batteries that offer up
to 15 h of operation, while the charging case extends the operating time to 65 h. Their charging time, on the other hand, reaches 2 h.
 
High-quality sound
The Tribit headphones are equipped with the AptX audio codec, which is responsible for crystal clear and richly detailed sound. What's
more, the 13-millimeter drivers offer deep bass and great harmony. 
 
Fast, stable connection
Tribit MoveBuds H1 BTH95 have a built-in Qualcomm 3040 chip, which is responsible for fast signal transmission, stable connection and
low latency. What's more, Bluetooth version 5.2 is responsible for excellent interference-free signal up to 10 meters. 
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Hear what you want
Make phone calls  without  worrying  about  background noise.  Tribit  headphones  have  4  microphones  and support  CVC 8.0  technology,
which mutes up to 90% of outside sounds, so you can focus on your conversation. What's more, Transparency mode lets you hear what's
going on around you - no more missing an important announcement at the train station or airport.
 
Ergonomic, waterproof design
This is not the end of the Tribit headphones' advantages. What sets them apart is their ergonomic design, so you can wear them for a
long time without feeling uncomfortable. What's more, special hooks ensure stability. In addition, they are IPX8 water resistant, so they
are  perfect  for  training  or  rainy  weather.  You  will  also  find  antibacterial,  replaceable  rubber  bands  in  5  different  sizes  -  everyone  will
choose the right one for themselves. 
 
Included
headphones
charging cable
user manual
replaceable rubber bands (5 pairs)
Manufacturer
Tribit
Model
BTH95
Color
black
Water resistance
IPX8
Working time
approx. 15 h (without case) approx. 65 h (with case)
Bluetooth version
5.2
Range
up to 10 m
Diameter of the transducer
13 mm
Charging time
1.5 h (via case), 2 h (via cable)

Price:

Before: € 86.0016

Now: € 73.50
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